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Abstract
This paper presents a logical framework derived from
the Edinburgh Logical Framework (LF) [5] that can be
used to obtain compact representations of proofs and
ecient proof checkers. These are essential ingredients
of any application that manipulates proofs as rst-class
objects, such as a Proof-Carrying Code [11] system, in
which proofs are used to allow the easy validation of
properties of safety-critical or untrusted code.
Our framework, which we call LFi , inherits from LF
the capability to encode various logics in a natural way.
In addition, the LFi framework allows proof representations without the high degree of redundancy that is
characteristic of LF representations. The missing parts
of LFi proof representations can be reconstructed during proof checking by an ecient reconstruction algorithm. We also describe an algorithm that can be used
to strip the unnecessary parts of an LF representation
of a proof. The experimental data that we gathered in
the context of a Proof-Carrying Code system shows that
the savings obtained from using LFi instead of LF can
make the di erence between practically useless proofs
of several megabytes and manageable proofs of tens of
kilobytes.

1 Introduction
The problem of automated theorem proving has received considerable attention from the scienti c community, in most cases directed at improving the capabilities and practicality of the proof search procedures.
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Much less consideration has been given to the generation and manipulation of the resulting proofs as rstclass objects.
A theorem prover that generates an explicit proof
object for each successfully proved predicate enables a
distrustful user to verify the validity of the subject claim
by checking the proof object. This e ectively eliminates
the need to trust the soundness of the theorem prover
at the small expense of having to trust a much simpler proof checker. The generated proofs and the proof
checker are also of great software engineering bene t as
they can lead to the timely discovery of soundness bugs
that are introduced during development or maintenance
of the theorem prover.
Another direct use of explicit proof objects is in the
context of Proof-Carrying Code (PCC) [11], which is a
technique for safe execution of untrusted code. PCC requires the code producer to attach to the code a formal
proof attesting that the code meets a safety speci cation
that is published in advance by the code receiver. The
distrustful code receiver can then easily verify the code
with respect to the speci cation by checking the validity of the attached proof. The Proof-Carrying Code
approach has been shown to be useful in safety critical
systems which must be extended or upgraded with code
that cannot be trusted, either because of its unknown
origin or because of the high risks that are involved.
Some of the published case studies discuss the uses of
PCC in extensible operating systems [12], for safe interaction between components written in safe languages
and native code [11] and for systems based on mobilecode agents [14].
The explicit proof object that accompanies the untrusted code as part of a proof-carrying code is the key
element that enables the enforcement of a wide variety
of safety policies, ranging from simple memory safety
and type safety to resource-usage bounds, without the
performance penalties incurred by the approaches based
on interpretation or run-time checking [12].
In a Proof-Carrying Code system, as well as in

any application involving the explicit manipulation of
proofs, it is of utmost importance that the proof representation is compact and the proof checking is ecient.
In this paper we present a logical framework derived
from the Edinburgh Logical Framework [5], along with
associated proof representation and proof checking algorithms, that have the following desirable properties:








checking, with the factors increasing with the size of
the proofs.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
present the classical encoding of predicates and proofs
in the Edinburgh Logical Framework. Then, in Section 3 we introduce the LFi type system. Because the
LFi type system does not lend itself directly to deterministic type checking, we show, in Section 4, an LFi
reconstruction judgment that is shown to be sound with
respect to LFi typing. We continue with the representation algorithms, which convert LF representations to
LFi representations. We conclude with a few implementation details, in Section 6, and with a presentation
of the experimental data supporting the claim that LFi
representation is more ecient than the LF representation. For reasons of space, we omit many interesting
details that can be found in the expanded version of
this paper [13].

The framework can be used to encode judgments
and derivations from a wide variety of logics, including rst-order and higher-order logics.
The proof checker performs a directed, one-pass
inspection of the proof object, without having to
perform search. This leads to a simple implementation of the proof that is easy to trust and to
install in existing extensible systems.
A unique implementation of the proof checker can
be easily con gured for all of the logics that can
be encoded in the framework. This allows a code
receiver to use the same implementation of the
checker for enforcing many unrelated safety policies.
Even though the proof representation is detailed,
it is also compact.

2 The Edinburgh Logical Framework
The Edinburgh Logical Framework (also referred to
as LF) has been introduced by Harper, Honsell and
Plotkin [5] as a metalanguage for high-level speci cation of logics. LF provides natural support for the management of binding operators and of the hypothetical
and schematic judgments through LF bound variables.
This is a crucial factor for the succinct formalization of
proofs.
The LF type theory is a language with entities at
three levels, namely objects, types and kinds, whose
abstract syntax is shown below:
Kinds K ::= Type x : A:K
Types A ::= a A M x : A1 :A2
Objects M ::= x c M1 M2 x : A:M
The notation A1 A2 is sometimes used instead of
x : A1 :A2 if x is not free in A2 .
In order to de ne a logic in LF we de ne an LF signature  that contains declarations for a set of constants
corresponding to the syntactic formula constructors and
to the proof rules. A fragment of the signature that denes the rst-order predicate logic is shown in Figure 1.
The top section of the gure contains declarations of the
type constructors  and o corresponding respectively to
individuals and predicates, and of the type family pf
indexed by predicates. If P is the representation of a
predicate, then \pf P " is the type of all valid proofs
of P . The rest of Figure 1 contains the declarations
of a few syntactic constructors followed by a few constants corresponding to proof rules of rst-order logic.
Note the use of higher-order features of LF for the succinct representation of the hypothetical and parametric

We chose the Edinburgh Logical Framework (LF) as
the starting point in our quest for ecient proof manipulation algorithms because it alone scores very high
on the rst three of the four desirable properties listed
above. In this respect, this paper can also be viewed
as a testimony to the usefulness of LF for practical system applications, such as Proof-Carrying Code. However, LF is not completely appropriate for our purposes
because the representation of proofs are unnecessarily
large due to a high degree of redundancy. To address
this issue, we have extended LF to handle implicit subterms, and we also extended the LF type checking algorithm to synthesize the missing subterms. In order to
keep the reconstruction algorithm simple, and in particular to avoid higher-order uni cation and the need to
postpone constraints, we impose syntactic restrictions
on which proof subterms can be missing. Because of this
restrictions we might be forced, in general, to retain
small amounts of redundant information in the proof
representations. However, our experience shows that
this is only the case for the representation of level-two
proofs (proofs of theorems about deductive systems),
which are beyond the current scope of Proof-Carrying
Code. By using the resulting framework, which we call
LFi , we observe, in our experiments with PCC and with
a proof-generating theorem prover for rst-order logic,
reductions of more than two orders of magnitude in the
size of the proofs and in the time required for proof
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Owing to the simplicity of LF and of the LF type system, the implementation of the type checker is simple
and easy to trust. Furthermore, because all of the dependencies on the particular object logic are segregated
in the signature, the implementation of the type checker
can be reused directly for proof checking in various rstorder or higher-order logics. The only logic-dependent
component of the proof-checker is the signature, which
is usually easy to verify by visual inspection.
Unfortunately, the above-mentioned advantages of
LF representation of proofs come at a high price. The
typical LF representation of a proof is large, due to a
signi cant amount of redundancy. This fact can already
be seen in the proof representation shown in Figure 2,
where there are six copies of P , as opposed to only three
in the predicate to be proved. The e ect of redundancy
observed in practice increases non-linearly with the size
of the proofs. Consider for example, the representation of the proof of the n-way conjunction P : : : P .
This representation contains about n2 redundant copies
of pP q and n occurrences of andi. The redundancy of
representation is not only a space problem but also leads
to inecient proof checking, because all of the redundant copies have to be type checked and then checked
for equivalence with the copies of P from the predicate.
The proof representation and checking framework
presented in the remainder of this paper is based on
the observation that it is possible to retain only the
skeleton of an LF representation of a proof and use a
modi ed LF type-checking algorithm to reconstruct on
the y the missing parts. The resulting implicit LF
representation inherits the advantages of the LF representation (i.e., small and logic-independent implementation of the proof checker) without the disadvantages
(i.e., large proof sizes and slow proof checking).
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Figure 1: Fragment of the LF signature corresponding
to the rst-order predicate logic.
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judgments that characterize the implication elimination
(impi), the universal quanti er introduction (alli) and
elimination (alle) rules.
We write pP q to denote the LF representation of the
predicate P . As an example of an LF representation of
a proof we show in Figure 2 the representation of a proof
of the predicate P (P P ), for some predicate P .


M =

^

P

P P

impi p q (and p q p q)

(x : pf pP q:andi pP q pP q x x)

Figure 2: The LF representation of the proof by implication introduction followed by conjunction introduction of the predicate P (P P ).


3 Implicit LF
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An important bene t of using LF for representing
proofs is that we can use LF type checking to verify that
a proof is valid and that it proves a given predicate. The
LF type-checking judgment is written as ? LF M : A,
where ? is a type environment for the free variables of
M and A.1 A de nition of LF type checking, along
with a proof of adequacy of using LF type checking for
proof validation for rst-order and higher-order logics,
can be found in [5]. For example, the validation of the
proof representation M shown in Figure 2 can be done
by nding a derivation of the following judgment:

The implicit LF representation of a proof is similar to
the corresponding LF representation, with the exception that select parts of the representation are missing.
For expository purposes, the positions in the representation where subterms are missing are marked with placeholders, written as . To exemplify the use of placeholders we show in Figure 4 an LFi representation of
the proof shown in Figure 2.
The major diculty in dealing with placeholders is
in type checking. In particular, the type checking algorithm must be able to reconstruct on the y the missing
parts of a proof. That is why we refer to the LFi type
checking algorithm as the reconstruction algorithm.
The rst step in establishing a reconstruction algorithm for LFi is to de ne the LFi type system, through
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M : pf (imp pP q (and pP q pP q))

1 The LF typing judgment and all the other typing judgments discussed in this paper depend also on a signature , which is henceforth
omitted in order to simplify the notation.
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(c) = A
? i c:A

?(x) = A
? i x:A
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? i M : A A B PF(A)
? i M :B
`
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?; x : A i M : B
? i x : A:M : x : A:B

?; x : A i M : B
? i x : :M : x : A:B

4 The Reconstruction Algorithm

`

`

`

The proof of Theorem 3.1 is by induction on the
structure of the LFi typing derivation. This theorem is
the keystone in the proof of adequacy of proof checking
by using reconstruction algorithms that are sound with
respect to LFi .
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? i M : x : A:B
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i
? M N : [N=x]B

PF(A)
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PF(A)

`

`

The reconstruction algorithm performs the same functions as the LF type-checking algorithm, except that
it also nds well-typed instantiations for placeholders
that occur in objects. To ease the understanding of the
algorithm we rst sketch its operation on the implicit
proof object of Figure 4.
The reconstruction goal in this case is to verify that
the implicit proof representation of Figure 4 has type
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Based on this goal type and on the declared type of the
constant impi (the head of the top-level application),
the algorithm collects the following constraints:

Figure 3: The LFi type-system
impi 1

2 (x : 3 :andi 4 5 x x)



Figure 4: The LFi representation of a proof of P
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a typing judgment ? i M : A, whose de nition is shown
in Figure 3. The LFi typing rules are very similar to the
LF typing rules, the only di erences being the ability
to type implicitly-typed abstractions and applications
whose argument is implicit. The notation PF(A) means
that A is placeholder-free (i.e., it does not contain placeholders). Similarly, we write PF(?) to denote that the
the types contained in the type environment ? do not
contain placeholders. We have decided to restrict the
LFi typing to situations where the types involved do
not contain placeholders. This does not seem to a ect
the representation of proofs, but it simpli es the various
proofs of correctness of LFi .
The LFi typing rules cannot be used as the basis
for an implementation of reconstruction, because the
choice of the instantiation of placeholders is not completely determined by the context. Nevertheless, the
LFi typing system is an adequate basis for arguing the
soundness of a reconstruction algorithm. This property
is established through Theorem 3.1 that guarantees the
existence of a well-typed placeholder-free object M if
the implicit object M can be typed in the LFi typing
discipline.

P P

P P

pf (and p q p q)
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The process continues until no more constraints are generated. Note that each system of constraints consists of
typing constraints and uni cation constraints, which in
turn are of the simple rigid-rigid or ex-rigid kinds that
can be solved eagerly.
We give a precise description of the reconstruction
algorithm in the form of ve mutually recursive judgments, that are directly implementable. For this purpose we rst introduce some notation. We use the letter
u to range over members of a set of placeholder variables that are subject to uni cation (as opposed to the
LF variables that are not). The symbol  is used to denote a type environment for placeholder variables only,
while ? is used for arbitrary type environments. In the
case when an LF object M does not contain placeholder
variables we write PVF(M ). We extend this notation
and we write PVF(?(FV(M ))) to mean that the types
associated by ? to the free variables of M do not contain

0

i

`

M : ALFand PF(?), PF(A), then there exists M such
that ? M : A.
0

`

pP q

and p q p q

The rst two constraints lead to substitutes for 1 and
2 , which are guaranteed by construction to be welltyped representation of predicates. From the last constraint, using the rule for abstraction we obtain the following system of constraints:

`

Theorem 3.1 (Soundness of LFi typing.) If ?



0
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placeholder variables. As in the LFi typing judgments,
types do not contain placeholders but they might contain placeholder variables.
The main operation on placeholder variables is substitution with LF objects. We write (M ) to denote
the result of applying the substitution to the placeholder variables of M . We also write Dom ( ) to refer to
the set of placeholder variables on which is de ned.
Finally, we write S to denote the substitution obtained from by restricting it to the set of placeholder
variables S .
A list of constraints C consists of several typing constraints of the form M : A and one uni cation constraint of the form A a B .
The de nitions of the judgments that describe the
reconstruction algorithm are shown in Figure 5. The
notation for each judgment uses the double arrow to
separate the inputs (on the left) and the outputs (on
the right) of a procedure that implements the algorithmic interpretation of each judgment. In the rest of this
section we brie y discuss each judgment.

typed because this is guaranteed to be true by the design of constraint solving.

Constraint Collection: ? ` M ) ( ; C ; B ).
r

This judgment computes, for objects M that are not
abstractions, a set of constraints C and a type B , such
that if C has a solution then M has type B . The environment  declares the placeholder variables that are
introduced during constraint collection. These placeholder variables might appear in C and B .
The object M is rst scanned to nd the application
head, whose type is read from signature (rule cc ct)
or from the type environment (rule cc var)2 . Then
for each explicit application argument a typing constraint is added (rule cc app) and for each implicit argument a new placeholder variable is introduced in the
environment  (rule cc appi). Note that typing constraints are only introduced for the explicit arguments
because the implicit arguments are guaranteed to be reconstructed with objects of the appropriate type. The
side conditions in the rule cc app ensure that types
never contain placeholders.

j



Reconstruction: ? ` M : A ) .

In this judgment the object M can contain placeholders but not
placeholder variables, and the type A and the type environment cannot contain placeholders. This is the main
judgment that checks that M is an implicit object of
type A and also returns a substitution for placeholder
variables of A.
If M is an abstraction then the implicit type of the
bound variable is recovered from the dependent function type (rule abs). Note that in this case we require
that the reconstruction of the abstraction body does
not yield a substitution. This restriction simpli es the
uni cation process as we do not have to worry about
the substitution containing the bound variable.
If M is not an abstraction (rule atom) then we rst
collect a set of constraints C and compute B , the type
of M , possibly containing a set of placeholder variables
declared in . Then we solve the constraints and return
the resulting substitution .
The condition Dom () Dom ( ) from the atom
rule requires that all placeholder variables introduced
during constraint collection have been instantiated during local constraint solving. In this respect, our algorithm is less powerful than that used by Elf [16],
which can postpone unsolved constraints. This restriction does not seem to limit the power of our algorithm
for reconstructing implicit proof representations while
eliminating the need for the machinery for managing
postponed constraints.
Note also that the reconstruction algorithm does not
check explicitly that the returned substitution is wellr

Constraint Solving: ? ` C ) .

This judgment is described by one rule for each kind of constraint
(rules sc typ and sc unif) and a reordering rule that
allows an implementation to pick any desired order of
solving the constraints. Our implementation does not
employ the sc ord rule, thus solving the constraints in
last-in- rst-out order.
r

Uni cation: M a M ) and M  M ) .
0

0

The objects or types being uni ed can contain placeholder variables but not placeholders. The result of
uni cation is a substitution of objects for placeholder
variables. In order to avoid the complications of higherorder uni cation we never unify a placeholder variable
that is the head of an application. This restriction does
not seem to have major e ects on the usability of the
reconstruction for rst-order logic proofs. In order to
express this restriction we distinguish between uni cation of an application head (atomic uni cation) and the
other cases (normal uni cation). Only normal uni cation can produce a substitution for a placeholder variable. The costly \occurs check" of rule nu inst can be
avoided in many instances (see Section 6). Note that
the rule nu abs is sucient for unifying abstractions
because objects and types are kept in -long normal
form.



2 The judgments described here only allow proofs in -normal form,
as they are most often produced by provers. The system can be easily
extended to deal with the -redices, which are useful for encoding
proofs using unnamed lemmas.
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Figure 5: The judgments that constitute the LFi reconstruction algorithm
and  `r M : A )  then  `i M : A.

This concludes the presentation of the reconstruction
algorithm. It is interesting to note that if the object to
be reconstructed does not contain placeholders (it is an
LF object) then the reconstruction algorithm does the
same amount of work as the LF type checking. For a
more detailed discussion, including the complete proofs
of soundness, we refer the interested reader to [13]. We
only mention here the main soundness result (Theorem 4.1) which states that the existence of a derivation
of the reconstruction judgment (or equivalently, a successful run of the reconstruction algorithm) guarantees
the existence of an LFi typing, which in turn (Theorem 3.1) guarantees the existence of an LF typing. This
sequence of theorems allows us to use the reconstruction algorithm for checking compact representation of
proofs, while preserving the adequacy results known for
the Edinburgh Logical Framework.

5 The Representation Algorithm
The reconstruction judgment presented in Section 4
does not accept all implicit forms of a well-typed LF
object. It is therefore useful to de ne an algorithm that
can be used to erase from an LF representation of a
proof as many redundant subterms as possible, while
ensuring that the resulting implicit object is accepted
by the reconstruction. In a Proof-Carrying Code environment, such a representation algorithm is applied
to the proof before it is sent to the receiving system
in order to reduce the burden on the communication
network.
We have designed and implemented three representation algorithms with varying degrees of complexity
and e ectiveness. For space reasons, we present only
one that we have determined experimentally to be a
good choice in practice.

Theorem 4.1 (Soundness of proof reconstruction.) If M and A are an LFi object and an
LFi type
i

respectively such that PVF(M ), PF(A),

 `

A:

Type

6

Our representation algorithm of choice does not attempt to nd the maximum number of redundant subterms in a proof representation, but instead it statically
de nes statically representation recipes for each constant of functional type de ned in the signature. These
representation recipes specify which arguments of an
application of the constant can be safely eliminated.
For example, the representation recipe for the constant
andi of Figure 1 says that the rst two arguments can
be left implicit. To alleviate the inherent loss of effectiveness due to a context-insensitive representation
algorithm, we actually use two separate representation
recipes for each constant and we dynamically pick the
appropriate one based on the context.
A representation recipe for an n-ary constant c is
composed of a sequence containing n recipe characters,
with each character corresponding to one argument position in an application of c. We denote the two recipes
corresponding to the constant c by Rc (c) (the \checking" recipe) and Ri (c) (the \inference recipe"). The
algorithm described here uses three recipe characters,
to denote an implicit argument, and ec and ei to denote
explicit arguments for which the checking and inference
recipes, respectively, must be used recursively. To refer to both the checking and inference modes at the
same time we shall use the letter m to stand for either
c or i. There are two components of the representation
algorithm. We describe rst the actual representation
algorithm that applies the representation recipes, and
then we show how we compute the recipes.
The main representation function is described in Figure 6 by the judgments M m M (compute M , which
is the representation of M in mode m, with m c; i )
and M m M + R (compute the representation of the
application head M and the recipe for the remaining
arguments R). In order to represent an application of a
constant c we rst get the appropriate recipe for c (depending on the kind of representation). Then we drop
the arguments corresponding to recipe characters and
we represent recursively the arguments corresponding
to em characters, using the mode speci ed by m. Abstractions are always implicitly typed and the application of a variable is represented with all the arguments
explicit.
The reader can verify that applying the c representation function with the recipes shown in Figure 7 to
the LF proof representation of Figure 2 we obtain the
implicit representation of Figure 4.
The core of the representation algorithm is the computation of the representation recipes for each constant
based on its type as declared by the signature . Informally, the representation recipes for c predict the
behavior of the reconstruction algorithm when analyzing an application whose head is c, a situation that is

MmM +
M mm M
x : A:M x : :M
MmM
c m c + Rm (c) x m x + ec : : : ec
!

!

0





0

!

!

M1 m M 1 + R M1 m M1 + e m R M2 m M 2
M1 M2 m M1 + R
M1 M2 m M1 M2 + R
0

!

!

!



0

0



!

0

!

0
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Figure 6: The representation algorithm.
described by the judgment below:
? r cM1 : : : Mn : A
`

)

Two situations are distinguished. The \checking"
situation is when A does not contain placeholder variables, and can therefore be used to recover some implicit
arguments of c. This situation occurs for example at the
top level because we know the predicate that the proof
is supposed to prove.
The other situation is when the type of the application might contain placeholder variables, in which
case we conservatively assume that no implicit arguments can be recovered from it. The latter situation
is referred to as \inference". In each situation we can
predict, based on the type of the constant c and because the typing constraints are solved from right to
left, which arguments can be implicit and also, for each
explicit argument, whether a checking or an inference
reconstruction will occur.
In order to describe precisely the computation of
the representation recipes we rst de ne the function
Unif (M ) which computes the set of free variables of M
that are guaranteed to be instantiated during a successful uni cation with another object M . The de nition
of Unif follows that of the uni cation. The complement
of Unif (M ) is denoted by NUnif (M ), which normally
consists of those variables that occur in functor position
in M . A few notable cases in the de nition of Unif are
shown below:
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Unif (x : A:M ) = ; Unif (x) = fxg

The head of M1 is a constant
Unif (M1 M2) = Unif (M1 ) [ Unif (M2 )

!

The head of M1 is a variable
Unif (M1 M2 ) =
Consider an application of the constant c whose type
is (c) = x1 : A1 : : : : xn : An :An+1 such that An+1
is not a type abstraction. Due to the right-to-left order of solving constraints, the rst operation is to unify
;

7

Constant Rc

An+1 with a given type B . For this uni cation to suc-

ceed it is necessary that the arguments corresponding
to variables in NUnif (An+1 ) are explicit. If we are in
a checking situation (i.e., B does not contain placeholder variables) then the uni cation nds instantiations for the arguments corresponding to variables in
Unif (An+1 ). If we are in an inference situation then
the uni cation is not guaranteed to nd any instantiation. Next, the typing constraints for the arguments
of c are processed, in reverse order. Let Ikm , with
m c; i and k 1; : : : ; n + 1, be the set of the variables among x1 ; : : : ; xn that are guaranteed to be instantiated after processing the constraint corresponding
to Ak . Similarly, let Ekm be the set of those variables
that are required to be explicit so that uni cation does
not fail when processing the constraints corresponding
to Ak ; : : : ; An+1 . These sets are computed starting with
k = n + 1 as follows:
Inc +1 = Unif (An+1 ) Ini +1 = Enm+1 = NUnif (An+1 )
Ikm = Ikm+1 (Unif (Ak ) Ekm+1 )
Ekm = Ekm+1 (NUnif (Ak ) Ikm+1 )
2 f

g

and
andi
andel
impi
alle

;

n

With these de nitions we can de ne the representation recipe as Rm (c) = r1m : : : rnm , where the recipe
characters are de ned as follows:
8
if xk Ikm+1
<
rkm = : ec if FV(Ak ) Ikm+1 E1m
ei otherwise
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7 Experimental Results

[

The representation algorithm presented in Section 5
and the reconstruction algorithm shown in Section 4
have been implemented as part of our Proof-Carrying
Code system. In this system, we use a rst-order theorem prover to prove the memory safety and type safety
of various mobile agents written in assembly language.
The proofs emitted by the prover are converted to implicit form using the representation algorithm and then
sent to the code receiver, where they are checked using
the reconstruction algorithm.
In this section we present the results of our experimental comparisons between the LF and the LFi representation of proofs, in terms of proof size and proof
checking time. For this purpose we use the length of
the external representation of proofs as the proof size.
For both the LF and the LFi representations we measure the time required for proof reconstruction, as the
average of 100 runs of the reconstruction algorithm on
a Pentium 300MHz machine. We consider the reconstruction time for the LF representation of the proof to
be indicative of the LF type-checking time.
We show in Figure 8 a representative sample of the
experimental data that we collected. We note that the
savings in proof size and proof-checking time due the
LFi representation increase nonlinearly with the size of

Note that an argument corresponding to xk can be
implicit if it can be inferred from the constraints corresponding to xk+1 ; : : : xn , and if xk does not appear in a
functor position in any of the Ak+1 ; : : : ; An+1 . (This is
because Ikm Ekm = .) Otherwise, the argument must
be explicit and is represented recursively in checking
mode only if all the variables occurring in its type are
either required to be explicit (E1m ) or can be inferred
from previous constraints (Ikm+1 ).
The reader can verify that this algorithm for computing representation recipes generates the results
shown in Figure 7. The interested reader can nd in [13]
two more representation algorithms, one simpler and
one more complex. All these representation algorithms
yield implicit objects that are suitable for the reconstruction algorithm discussed in Section 4. We do not
show here proofs of correctness of the representation
algorithm. In any case, the correctness of the representation algorithm is not as critical as the one for the
reconstruction, because each result of the representation algorithm can be tested using the reconstruction.
\





In this section we discuss some aspects of our actual
implementation of the proof representation and proof
checking algorithms, speci cally the binary encoding of
LFi objects and an \occurs-check" optimization that
leads to signi cant improvements in the reconstruction
time. A more detailed presentation of the implementation can be found in [13].
Our implementation of LFi reconstruction is based
on explicit substitutions [1] and deBruijn indices [2].
This choice simpli es considerably the implementation
of substitution and uni cation.
[The rest of this section is missing from the extended
abstract due to space constraints.]

n

[



6 Implementation Details
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Figure 7: A fragment of the representation recipes for
rst-order logic.
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Experiment
unpack
simplex
sharpen
qsort
kmp
bcopy

Proof size
Checking time
LF
LFI LF
LFI
> 10 106 23728 8256
42
> 2 106 23888 1656
42
183444 4816 136
7
92412 3098
74
6
77246 2092
60
3
12466 796
11
1

where the proof object records only the substitutions for
the quanti ers, relying on the decidability of the tautology of the resulting matrix. This leads to very compact
proof representations at the expense of an NP-complete
tautology checking problem. Furthermore, in the presence of interpreted function symbols and arithmetic (as
is always the case in the PCC proofs) the tautology
checking problem can easily become undecidable.
The argument synthesis and term reconstruction algorithms implemented in the LEGO [6, 18] and Coq [3]
proof assistants are less e ective than our algorithm,
in the sense that fewer proof subterms can be omitted
from the proof representation, and therefore more redundancy has to be tolerated. This is because they address the more dicult problem of representing a proof
so that the predicate that it proves can be recovered
from it. Our algorithm is able to synthesize more proof
subterms by using information both from the context
and from the predicate that the proof is supposed to
prove.
The implementation of Elf [17], a logic programming
language based on LF, contains a reconstruction algorithm that is similar to the one presented here in the
sense that missing application arguments can be recovered both from the type of the application (inherited
arguments) and from the other arguments of the same
application (synthesized arguments). In fact, the Elf reconstruction algorithm is more powerful than ours because it does not impose any restriction on which terms
can be missing from the proof. To achieve this exibility, Elf type reconstruction uses an incomplete algorithm based on constraint solving [16, 15]. Our proof
checking algorithm can be characterized as a special and
more ecient case of the Elf's reconstruction algorithm,
where enough of the proof structure is present so that:
(1) there is not need for search, (2) higher-order unication is reduced to a simple extension of rst-order
uni cation that respects bound variables, and (3) all
constraints that are generated have the simple rigidrigid or ex-rigid form that can be solved eagerly.
The design of the language L [9] also relies on syntactic restrictions for the purpose of eliminating the
need for higher-order uni cation during type checking.
However, the restrictions of L are too strict for our purposes because they prevent the free use of higher-order
abstract syntax in the representation of predicates and
proofs, requiring instead costly [7, 8] explicit implementations of substitution. In our framework we can still
make use of all the representation techniques of the full
LF language, and thus gain leverage from substitution
in the meta-language, because the restrictions are imposed only on which subterms might be missing from
the representation.
Finally, a distinguishing feature of our work from





Figure 8: The e ect of LFi representation on the proof
size and proof-checking time. The proof sizes are measured in bytes on the external representation, and the
checking time is measured in milliseconds on a Pentium
300MHz.
the proof. The space savings are so signi cant that,
for the larger proofs, they make the di erence between
practically-useless proofs of several megabytes and manageable proofs of a few tens of kilobytes. A similar reduction of two orders of magnitude can be observed for
proof-checking time.
In order to better understand the dependency of the
LFi proof size and checking time on the corresponding
LF values, we have tted the polynomial y = axb to
the experimental data, using the least-squares method.
The tting results (having a correlation of about 97%)
are shown below:
LFIsize = 0:85  LFsize 0:62
LFItime = 0:17  LFtime 0:65

These results are close to the expected ( n) improvement suggested by the n-way example discussed in Section 2. In practice, the exponent is larger than 0:5 due
to the representation cost of the proof rules that appear
in a proof and cannot be eliminated.
The measured e ect of the \occurs-check" optimization described in Section 6 is to reduce the overall reconstruction time for implicit proofs by 40% on the average. If initially the cost of the occurs-check was 44%
of the whole reconstruction time, the optimization reduces it to only 2%, thus eliminating over 90% of the
cost of occurs checks. These results are consistent with
those presented in [7]. As expected, the occurs check
optimization does not have any e ect when the reconstruction is applied to LFi proofs without placeholders.
p

O

8 Related Work
The problem of redundancy in the representation of
proofs has been addressed before for the purpose of simplifying the user interface of theorem provers and proof
assistants. Miller [10] suggests an extreme approach
9

the related work discussed above are the representation algorithms, which take a regular LF representation
of a proof and eliminate as many subterms from it as
possible, while keeping the resulting proof within the
reconstruction capability of the proof checker. Our experimental data supports our claim that the LFi representation for rst-order logic proofs has substantial
practical bene ts.

of checking the special-purpose representation of proofs
involves the same amount of work (in terms of the number and kind of pattern matching and uni cation operations) as LFi reconstruction. In conclusion, by using the LFi framework, we achieve the eciency of a
special-purpose representation with a general and easier to maintain implementation.
The eciency gains due to LFi , added to the simplicity and generality of LF, make LFi an ideal representation framework for many practical applications where
manipulating proofs as rst-class objects is required.
We have successfully tested the framework as a backend
for a theorem prover that emits explicit proofs and as a
medium for communicating program-correctness proofs
among computer systems, as part of Proof-Carrying
Code.

9 Conclusion
In this paper we describe the logical framework LFi
that extends the Edinburgh Logical Framework (LF)
with the notion of implicit objects, which are incomplete LF objects. Of these implicit objects, the most
interesting are those whose missing parts can be easily reconstructed by a simple extension of the LF type
checking algorithm, without requiring search, higherorder uni cation or complicated constraint solving. We
de ne such a subset in a constructive manner by presenting a simple reconstruction algorithm that is syntax
directed and requires only rst-order uni cation.
The subset of LFi that is accepted by the reconstruction algorithm is particularly suited for the compact representation for logical proofs. In addition to
the reduced size of proofs, LFi inherits the advantages
of using LF for the formalization of proofs: natural support for hypothetical and parametric judgments and a
simple and logic-independent proof checker.
Along with the reconstruction algorithm, we also
show a representation algorithm that selectively erases
subterms of an LF representation of a proof, operation
that sometimes results in two-orders-of-magnitude reductions in proof size and proof-checking time.
To fully comprehend the practical advantages of the
LFi representation of proofs, it is useful to compare
it with an alternative special-purpose representation.
Consider, for example, a representation of proofs as
trees whose internal nodes correspond to uses of proof
rules. For each use of a proof rule, we retain in the
proof tree a minimal amount of information, so as to
minimize the size of the proof representation. The proof
checker is implemented as a large case statement, with
each case being manually specialized to one proof rule.
Such a special-purpose representation is ecient both
in terms of proof sizes and proof checking time, but requires a large and dicult to maintain implementation.
For example, the implementation must be changed for
for every modi cation to the logic and the proof rules.
We have experimented with such a special-purpose
representation for rst-order logic proofs and observed
that they contain the same amount of information as
the corresponding LFi proofs. Similarly, the process
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